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1.0 Abstract 

This report describes testing by EPA of the Vehicle Exhaust 
Emission Control Device (VEECD) retrofit device under Section 
32918 Retrofit Devices (RD) . This testing was conducted at the 
National Vehicle and Fuel Emissions Laboratory (NVFEL) in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan at the request of the device developer, Hawtal 
Whiting Environmental Ltd. of the UK since submission of the RD 
application, Hawtal Whiting has established a tradename, EVEL™ 
for the VEECD. 

The VEECD is described by the developer in the international 
patent application as an embodiment of air bleed principle. 
It is intended to be retrofitted to vehicles produced without 
any, or with earlier-technology emission control systems. It is 
not compatible with newer complex engine management systems or 
vehicles equipped with closed-loop three-way catalytic systems. 
The device is designed to be inserted into the hose connecting 
the inlet manifold to the vacuum brake booster and, as claimed by 
the developer, acts to optimize the air/fuel mixture during idle 
and deceleration. 

The developer claims (RD Application Appendix A) that the 
valve significantly reduces CO and HC emissions without 
substantially increasing C02 or NOx emissions. Incidental City 
Fuel economy enhancement was also claimed. Non-FTP test data 
obtained for 1986/87 European vehicles from two laboratories in 
the UK was submitted. This data (Appendix B) was analyzed using 
the t-test for the difference of constant speed data 30/60/85MPH) 
at95% confidence level and the following was concluded: 

• The device appeared to reduce CO emission at low speed; 
however, this effect is reduced at higher constant speed. 

• HC and NOx emissions did not appear to be affected by the 
device. 

• The device seemed to have negligible effect on C02 emissions 
and fuel economy. 

The apparent CO emission reduction warranted EPA to proceed 
with confirmatory testing of the VEECD device. 
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The developer provided two vehicles as basis for the test 
program. Both were 1973 model-year light-duty vehicles. One was 
a Dodge Dart powered by a 318 cu. in. engine; the other a Ford 
Mustang incorporating a base 302 cu. in. engine. Both vehicles 
were selected by the developer because they appeared to be close 
to original specification and incorporated the early-technology 
emission-control systems with which the VEECD is most compatible. 

The agreed upon test plan sequence (Appendix C) included a 
comprehensive inspection and maintenance identical to that 
performed on in-use vehicles in EPA's Recall Program done by 
Vehicle Programs and Compliance Division (VPCD) . Federal Test 
Procedures (FTP) were performed to establish the baseline 
tailpipe emission output of both vehicles. The VEECD was then 
installed on each vehicle by the developer's representative under 
the auspices of EPA personnel in accordance with the written 
instructions provided by the developer. The vehicles were again 
subjected to FTP testing. The third and final test consisted of 
a second baseline test without the VEECD. 

Complete test data were collected only on the Ford because 
an undiagnosed engine failure in the Dodge prevented this vehicle 
from completing the second baseline test. 

EPA concludes the following from the testing conducted 
0n these two vehicles: 

• Use of the VEECD resulted in a decrease in hydrocarbon (HC) 
and c~rbon monoxide (CO) emissions and an increase of oxides 
of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon dioxide (C02 ) emissions in both 
cars. 

• Use of the VEECD resulted in an increase in city fuel 
economy in the Ford. Fuel economy in the Dodge remained the 
same. 

2.0 Bagkg~Qung 

Under Section 32918 of title 49 U.S.C., EPA is required, in 
response to requests from certain sources, to evaluate 
aftermarket retrofit devices and fuel additives (collectively 
referred to as devices) that are claimed to improve fuel economy 
and emissions. EPA receives information about many of these 
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devices that are represented by the device developer/manufacturer 
as offering a potential for reductions in emissions and/or an 
improvement in the fuel economy of conventional automobiles. 
EPA's VPCD is interested in evaluatin~ such devices because of 
the obvious benefits the test results and analysis have for the 
nation. EPA invites developers of devices to submit information 
on the principle of operation together with available preliminary 
emission test data. In those cases where the 
developer's/manufacturer's application meets certain established 
program criteria, and the device shows promise in preliminary 
screening tests at an independent laboratory, confirmatory tests 
may be run at EPA's NVFEL in Ann Arbor, Michigan at the expense 
of the applicant. EPA is also required to evaluate devices at 
the request of the Federal Trade Commission and may perform such 
a device evaluation at the discretion of the EPA Administrator. 

The conclusions drawn from EPA evaluation tests are 
necessarily of limited applicability. An all encompassing 
evaluation of the effectiveness of a device in· achieving 
performance improvements on the many types of vehicles that are 
in actual use would require a large sample of test vehicles. 
This is not economically feasible in the evaluation projects 
conducted by EPA. Therefore, the conclusions from such device 
evaluation tests can be considered to be quantitatively valid 
only for the specific test cars used; however, it is reasonable 
to extrapolate the results from EPA tests to other types of 
vehicles in a directional manner; i.e., to suggest that similar 
results are likely to be achieved on other similar types of 
vehicles. 

3.0 Introduction 

This report describes EPA's testing of the VEECD air-bleed 
device under Section 32918. The evaluation was conducted to 
address claims of reduced emissions and incidental improved city 
fuel economy performance of this device. 

4.0 Purpose of the Test Program 

The purpose of EPA RD test program was to conduct a 
controlled technical evaluation of the VEECD air-bleed device in 
a manner that would address the developer's specific claims for 
significant reduction in HC and CO; with incidental reductions in 
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fuel consumption during urban test cycles. Effect of the VEECD 
on power, octane requirement, cleanliness of the combustion 
chamber, and driveability were not evaluated. The developer made 
the following statements with regard to the device: 

Purpose: 

A mechanical device, which can be easily retrofitted to old 
vehicles to significantly reduce CO and HC emissions without 
significantly increasing C02 and Nox emissions. Incidental 
reduction in fuel consumption, particularly during the urban 
cycle is also achieved. 

Applicability: 

Effective on four-stroke spark ignition engines and 
operates with carburetor and fuel-injection systems. VEECD 
is not compatible with diesel engines. 

Not compatible with complex engine management systems or 
vehicles fitted with three-way, closed loop catalytic 
converters. Weather and driving conditions do not adversely 
affect the functionality of the VEECD. 

Theory of Operation; 

The VEECD enhances· the efficiency of the mix between air/ 
fuel ratio in the combustion chamber and it also reduces 
overall friction in the non-combustion cylinders. 

Construction and Operation: 

VEECD is a simple mechanical "T" shaped valve. It is fitted 
to the vacuum brake servo line and acts to optimize the air/ 
f~el mixture during idle and deceleration. 

Specific Claims; 

Significantly reduces CO and HC levels. Incidental 
reductions in fuel consumption, particularly in the urban 
cycles have been achieved. 

S.0 Test Plan 
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The test plan developed by EPA and approved by the developer 
was as follows: 

• The developer provided two test vehicles. Both were 1973 
model-year light-duty vehicles. One was a Dodge Dart, the 
other a Ford Mustang. 

• Both vehicles were subjected to inspection and maintenance 
identical to that performed on more recent model vehicles 
selected for testing in the VPCD Recall Program. Both were 
tuned as close to manufacturer's specifications as possible 
given their age and engine wear, replacing parts as 
necessary. The resultant air fuel ratio (AFR) was rich of 
stoichiometry in both vehicles. 

• Baseline FTP testing was performed to establish the 
emissions and fuel economy of both vehicles prior to the 
installation of the VEECD. The FTP (Federal Register; 40 
CFR Part 86; July 1, 1990) is the official EPA test 
procedure for determining the exhaust emissions and city 
fuel economy of a vehicle. The vehicles were not tested for 
evaporative emissions. 

• A VEECD was installed in each vehicle and adjusted per 
developer's procedure by a developer's representative under 
the auspices of EPA personnel. No adjustments were made to 
any engine components between tests. 

A second set of tests were then performed to evaluate the 
performance of the VEECD. 

The device was removed prior to the second series of 
baseline tests. Again, no adjustments were made to any engine 
components between tests. Only the Ford completed this phase of 
testing. Due to an undiagnosed engine failure, the Dodge did not 
complete its second baseline test. 

Claims other than improved city fuel economy and reduced CO 
and HC exhaust emissions were not specifically addressed. These 
other claims are in large part subjective and procedures for 
their evaluation are neither well defined nor routinely used by 
EPA. In addition, to evaluate other claims or vehicle system 
effects would require extensive vehicle mileage or engine out-of-
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vehicle operation. It should be noted however, that test 
technicians noted no driveability problems during the test 
driving cycles. 

During the program, the device developer was present for all 
phases except the first series of baseline tests. 

6.0 Results 

The results of EPA testing can be found in Table 1. These 
data have been analyzed and indicate the following: 

• Neither vehicle met all emission standards for which they 
were originally designed even though both had been tuned as 
close to the manufacturer's specifications as possible and 
certain parts replaced as necessary. The resultant air fuel 
ratio for both the Dodge and Ford was rich of stoichiometry 
at 14.4 and 18.6 respectively. Given the age and engine 
wear of the vehicle, this is not unusual. 

• HC and CO decreased from each vehicle with installation of 
the VEECD. 

• HC and CO were decreased by 21% and 31% respectively in the 
Dodge; 4% and 20% in the Ford. 

• NOx emissions increased from both cars with the installation 
of the VEECD; 13% for the Dodge and 10% for the Ford. 

• C02 emissions from both cars increased also; 6% for the 
Dodge, 4% for the Ford. 

• No improvement in city fuel economy was seen in the Dodge; 
however, city fuel economy did improve by 2% in the Ford. 

7.0 Conclusions 

EPA concludes the following from the testing reported (Table 
1) above. 

EPA testing confirmed the trend of data and claims submitted 
by the developer. The VEECD showed a decrease in HC and CO 
emissions from two examples of vehicles incorporating older 
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emission control system technology. Volumes of such vehicles are 
small in the United States so applicability of the VEECD 
domestically would be quite limited. However, other geographic 
locations where there are high volumes of vehicles with older 
emission control systems might benefit from VEECD usage in 
reducing CO and HC's provided that any Nox increase does not lead 
to increase in ozone (03 ) levels. Ozone is formed in ambient air 
from photochemical reactions of HC's and Nox. A recent report 1 

emphasizes the increased importance of Nox in 03 formation. The 
relative importance of HC and Nox control varies from one part of 
a geographic location to another depending on local conditions. 
EPA regulates vehicle emissions of CO to meet ambient CO levels 
and HC and Nox to meet acceptable 03 levels. Therefore, based 
upon this very limited amount of test data from one vehicle that 
completed the test plan, it would seem that the use of VEECD on 
vehicles containing older technology emission control systems may 
be environmentally beneficial because of the reduction in HC and 
CO for areas meeting HC and CO controls. However, any Nox 
increase must be considered since in some conditions Nox 
emissions are more important than HC in ozone formation. 
Finally, the fuel economy increase seen in the Ford was not 
significant for a test sample of this size. 

1 "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air 
Pollution", National Research Council, 1992, National Academy 
Press, 2101 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20418. 
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Vehicle 

DODGE 

Baseline 

W/VEECD 

% Change 

.E.Qlm 

Baseline 

W/VEECD 

Baseline 
Retest 

% Change 

TABLE 1 

TEST RESULTS FROM EPA TESTING OF TWO VEHICLES 
WITH AND WITHOUT VEECD 

IN RESPONSE TO DEVELOPER'S APPLICATION 

Test # D..a.t..e. ~ H.C.2 m2 NQA2 m2 

301001 3/25/97 61474 3.9 68 3.1 511 

301002 4/08/97 61501 3.1 47 3.5 545 

-21 -31 +13 +6 

300001 3/25/97 34340 4.9 99.4 1.4 516 

300002 4/8/97 34367 4.3 73.3 1. 7 550 

300003 4/9/97 34393 4.1 84.1 1. 7 542 

..:.4 ~20 +10 +4 

Original Certification Standards. 3.4 3.9 3.0 

Units: 1 Odometer mileage reading but not known if actual. 
2 HC, CO, Nox, CO in Grams/mile 
3 Miles per gallon 
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APPE?IDIX A .................. ' .. # ~ 

NON-CONFIDENTIAL 

EPA AFTERMARKET RETROFIT DEVICE EVALUATION 
APPLICATION 

for HawtaJ Whiting Environmental's Vehicle Exhaust Emissions Control Device 

Vehicle Exhaust Emission Control Device (VEECD) 

2. Identification InfornJation 

a) Marketing Identification 

No trade names exist as yet. but known internally as VEECD. 

b) Invemor and Patent Protection 

1. Mr. Richard Bushell, 
l 07 Offington Lane, 
Wonhing, 
Sussex BN13 9RW 

2. Patent Application No. PCT/GB96/00999 (attached) 

c) A[2plicant 

(see attached letter from inventor) 

I. Hawtal Whiting Environmental Limited 
Phoenix House, 
Christopher Martin Road, 
Basildon. 
Essex SS14 JEZ 

2. Mr. Ken Tibbitt - Managing Director 

l Mr. Ken Tibbitt - Managing Director . 
Ms Elizabeth McNabb • Business Development Manager 
Phoenix House, 
Christopher Manin Road, 
Bas~ldon, · 
Essex SS14 JEZ 
Tel (44) 1268 531155 Fax (44) 1268 273555 

Hawtll Whiting Environmentll Ltd. Page 1 of 4 



3. Description 

· at Pur:pose 

A mechanical device, _which can be easily retro-fined to old vehicles to 
significantly reduce CO.and TotaJ Hydro-Carbon (THC) emissions 
without significantly increasing C02 and NO" emissions. Incidental · 
reduction in fuel consumption, particularly during the urban cycle also 
achieved. · 

b) Applicability 

I. Effective on 4 stroke spark ignition (Gasoline, LPG/CNG) engines and 
operates with both carburettor and fuel injection systems. VEECD is not 
compatible with diesel (compression ignition) engines. 

2. Not compatible with complex engine management systems or vehicles 
fitted with three way, closed loop catalytic conveners. Weather and 
driving conditions do not adversely effect the functionality of the 
VEECD. 

c) Iheool of Operation 

The VEECD enhances the efficiency of the mix between air /fuel ratio in 
the combustion chamber, it also reduces overall friction in the non 
combusting cylinden. 

d) Construction and Operation 

VEECD is a simple mechanical T shaped valve. It is fitted to the vacuum 
brake servo line and acts to optimise the air/fuel mixture during idle and 
deceleration. · 

e) Specific Claims 

Significantly reduces CO and THC levels. CO reductions in excess of 
50% are often achieved as verified by the attached results from Millbrook 
Proving Grounds Emission Laboratory, an internationally recognised 
independent test laboratory and AEA Technology, the UK's Atomic 
Energy Authority based in Harwell. The tests at Millbrook were 
witnessed and verified by the "Vehicle Cenitication Agency", VCA. The 
VCA is the UK's national approval authority for new road vehicles. This 
repon is also attached. 

Incidental reductions in fuel consumption, particularly in the urban cycles, 
have been achieved. This has been verified by the attached fuel 
consumption cenificate from Evans Halshaw (Sussex) Ltd .. 

H~ Whiting St!Wanmentlf Ltd. Page 2 of 4 



f) Cost aod Marketins 

HW Envirorunental does not intend to s~U this product directly to 
end-users. Our preferred method of marketing is via technology licences, 
thus w~ have not set a retail price. However we estimat~ that 
manufacturing and packaging costs will be less than US S30. 

A small production run of 6000 units has been successfully produced in 
the UK. 

4. Instajlation 

Note: The VEECD is designed to be fitted by a competent engineer who has a 
basic knowledge of engine diagnostics using a gas analyser. The VEECD is 
not intended to be fitted by the car owner. The information in this section has 
been therefore kept to a minimum. It includes non-confidential information 
onJy. However, attached is a confidential document, for EPA use onJy, that 
covers the installation of the VEE CD in more depth. This is for the EPA 
engineer who will be testing the unit. 

a) Equipment 

The equipment necessary to install ~e VEECD is non specialist with the 
exception of one item, a specialised tuning tool. The other tools include 
a pair of efficient pipe cutters. a screwdriver, and a gas emission analyser 
which records CO and THC gases. 

b) Operation 

The installation of the VEE CD is simple. It can be fitted by any engineer 
who has a basic knowledge of engine diagnostics using a gas analys~r 
which reads CO and THC gases. Prior to fitting, the vehicle's engine 
should be tuned to manufacturers specification. 

I 

Using a gas analyser and the specialised tuning tool provided, the VEECD 
can be tuned accurately to the vehicle's requirements. The reduction in 
CO and THC will be clearly seen as adjustment occurs. 

Once the optimum setting has been achieved, the filter pad and lock ring 
should be fitted to the unit and the installation is then complete. 

c) ~ 

Tuv of Europe cenify that the VEECD has !l2 adverse effect on braking 
efficiency. See attached report. 

Hmwt.I Whiting Environmental Ud. Pa-;e 3 of-' 



d) Maintenance 

Annual replacement of the filter and other minor components is 
recommended. 

5. Effects on Emissions and Fuel Economy 

b) Test Results Report attached. 

Evans HaJshaw • Fuel Consumption Certification 

' 
Tuv - Gutachillche Stellungnahme Benzinspargerat 

Eco System '96 

AEA Technology - Emissions Fuel Consumption Tests on Miric Device 

Millbrook 

VCA 

6. Testins 

• Eco-System effect on vehicle emissions during 
EP All (urban) driving cycle and constant speeds 

• Eco-System emissions reduction device 

Vehicle must be set to manufacturers recommended specification. 

- Feb 95 

- Feb 95 

- Oct. 95 

- Nov 95 

- Jan 96 

Page" ~t ~ 



NON-CONFIDENTIAL 

EPA AFTERMARKET RETROFIT DEVICE 
EVALUATION APPLICATION 

For Hawtal Whiting Environmental's 
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions Control Device 

PAT!'.:NT APPLICATION 

PATENT APPLICATION:- PCT/GB96/00999 

INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATION:- WO 96/34194 

201h January, 1997 

Hawtal Whiting Environmental Ltd., 
Phoenix House; 
Christopher Martin Road, 
B~ildon, Essex SSH JEZ 
Tel: (01268) 531155 
Fu: (01268) 273555 . 
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(57) Abstract 

An automatic bleed valve is disclosed. suitable for attachment to 
the inler manifold of an internal combus:ion engine in order to provide an 
eiicctive embodiment of the "air bl~" principle. Small amounts of inler 
air arc allowed into rhc inlet ma:::fold at periods of high vacuum (low 
pressure) present during deceleration. The valve closure (38) is biassed 
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. by a biassing means (36). e.g. a compressing spring. which acts on the 
1 face of the closure disposed away from the seat (22). Other asp~ts 

provide for a valve scat which is adjustable in position relative to tr.e 
closure. a closure and seat of different plastics materials. and a closure 
wich a conical aspecr. preferably paired v.·ith a seat with a complementary 
contact portion. 
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AUTOMATIC VAL VE FOR THE INLET MANIFOLD OF AN IN"TCRNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 

The present invention relates to an automatic bleed 

valve. It is especially suitable for attachment to the 

inlet manifold of an internal combustion engine. 

The principle of "air bleed" has been known for r:iany 

years. This principle states that allowing a small amount 

o: additional air into the inlet manifold of an internal 

combus1:ion engine at times of particularly low pressure 

(~igh vacuum), for example during moments of acceleration 

or deceleration of the engine, wi 11 

more efficient fuel burning within 

allow significantly 

the engine. This 

should, in theory, reduce the emission of pollutants such 

as carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt hydrocar::ions (EC). 

However, to the knowledge of the inventor, no commercially 

'..:.seful embodiment of this principle has ::ieen produced. 

~~is is essentially because the re~ction time of a bleed 

air supply must be extremely small in order :c keep up wi:~ 

:~e variations in vacuum i:1 the inlet manifold. As a:: 

example, the period for ·"hie=: air must ::ie sup::-lied is c: 

:~e order cf tens of ~~lliseconds. 
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Early examples of this principle can be found i:-i 

G3496409 from 1937 and GB690535 from 1950. Such devices do 

not appear to have become common in the field. 

GB 2129869 and GB 2213875 propose arrangements i:i 

which a ball bearing-based non-return valve is arranged to 

supply bleed air to the inlet manifold. The ball bearing 

is biased towards a valve seat by a spring. However, the 

response time of these versions are lower than desirable, 

and in addition the. CO and HC reductions achieved are 

disappointing, even taking into account the lower response 

time. 

I:-i recent times, attention has been directed :o 

computer based engine management systems (EMS). These are 

essent:ally microprocessors supplied with data from a 

number of sensors distributed around the engine. The E:·'.S 

not:es :his data and compares it with preset data and/a::-

algor:thms and actively manages certain variables in orde~ 

to opti;:iise the fuel burning characteristics. Howeve:-, 

such a system will inevitably be reactive in that a:i 

imbalance must fi::st be detected and then corrected afte:-

it has existed for a certain period. Thus, the efficiency 

of s~c~ systems is inherently limited by :heir processi:1g 

times. 

?.ecent attention has therefore been directed :~ 

proviG::1g ever better :::-esponse times existing E:-!S. 
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The present invention provides a worKing, useful 

err:boc:.me::t of the air !)leed principle. :o do so, it 

proposes a number of 

arrangements. 

departures from :he existing 

The present invention therefore provides, in its first 

aspect, an air inlet valve for the inlet r.ianifold of an 

internal combustion engine, comprising a valve seat and a. 

valve closure, the seat and the closure having 

cocplementary-formed conical mating surfaces, the closure 

being jiassed toward the seat by a biassing means acting on 

the face of the closure disposed away from tte seat. 

:t is preferred if, in this arrangement, the biassing 

means is disposed in the lee of the valve closure thereby 

to li~:.t disturbance of airflow over th~ c!osure. 

; s~itable biassing means is a compressicn spring. In 

that case, it is preferred if the compress:.on spring alone 

supports the valve closure: This can facil:.tate placing 

the spring in the lee of the closure, and generally reduces 

the ::~7~er of parts within the potential airflow pat.h of 

the valve. 

- :. :s second aspect, the present ir.ve:::ion pro·; ides 

an a:.r :.:-.:e: jl.eed valve for the inlet ::-.a:-.i:old of an 

in:er:-.al c::::-b;.:.sticn engine, comprising a val?e seat. member 
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and a valve closure element biased to~a=ds the valve seat 

member, the seat member and closure ele~en: jeing er.closed 

within a !"lousing, wherein the valve seat member is 

locatable ~ithin that housing in any one of a plurality of 

""positions displaced longitudinally wi t!"l respect :o the 

biassing cf t!"le valve closure element. 

Thus, the strength of biasing of the valve closure can 

be varied, together with the internal volu:ne behind the 

valve a=rangement. This allows the arrangement to be tuned 

to a pa=ti:ular engine. Whilst the ideal ai= fuel ~atio is 

14. 7 to , -, an individual engine may be S ..... _ ... run at 

anT~here between 10 to l and 12 to 1, to p=ovide for smooth 

and ro~~st running. The exact ratio for ~hich a particular 

engine is set will generally differ from the next engine in 

line. :nus, the exact pressure in the inlet manifold which 

correspcnds to normal running, sharp acceleratic~. and 

sharp deceleration wil 1 vary from engine to engine. By 

this. aspect of the present invention, t!;.e i:'llet valve can 

thus be tuned to reflect this. 

Preferably, the valve seat is movea=le lcn~it~dinally 

by =otatio:'l of a screw t!".read arrangeme.::-:. 

sere· .... :::-.reads ~ill be exte:::-nal of E':::e sea: and i::-:e!'nal 

~ithin a cylindrical bore in the housing. s·.:i :ably, the 

seat ca:: je disc-shaped. ~!"lus, :he adjust~e::-: sc=e~ can ~e 

securely e:::losed ~ithin the housi~;. 

tampe!'i:-.; a:-.d enables 't!"le vendor o: t.he a:-:i:~e ::i p::-o·:ide 
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a guarantee. Preferably, the housing is sealed against 

tampering, for ex.ample by use of a snap rin:; ::-etainer for 

a porous lid. Snap rings 3re known per se and cannot be 

removed without damage to and hence sacrifice of the ring. 

A fine pitched screw thread is preferred, :o allow 

more precise adjustment. A preferred maximum pitch is 

30µm. 

These aspects allow embodiments of tne present 

invention to achieve reductions in CO and =:c pol 1 utan ts 

that are closer to those predicted from the -r.heoretical' 

application of the air bleed principle, and significantly 

better than the ball bearing design. 

The present invention also, independently, p::-ovides a 

tool suitable for adjustment of such a preferred valve 

seat. 

This tool, which is according to the thir~ aspect of 

the present invention, comprises an elongate engagement 

portion extending from a handle, a tip of t!-.e engaging 

portion having means for inter-engagement with the valve 

seat, and a longitudinal flow passage running i~:e::-~ally of 

the engagement portion from the tip thereof :o an outlet 

~isplaced from the tip of the elongate pcrtio~. :nus, the 

tool can be used to engage and rotate the valve sea: whilst 

s:ill allowing passage of air th::-ough the valve, via the 
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flow passage. _Preferably, the passaoe i.s :-.ar:-ower 

c:-oss-sectic::-i than the aperture of the •• :::> ~ •• "' 
" -- " - seat, to 

provide a venturi acceleration of the air passing 

therethrough. This should give an audible ef:ect when air 

is passing which will be detectable by an engi.neer tuning 

the device, to aid. such tuning. Al terna.:i.vely, or i::-i 

addition, the outlet of the internal passage ca::-i be located 

in the vicinity of the handle, so at to allow a thumb or 

other digit to be placed near the outlet to sense air flow 

directly. 

In a particularly preferred version, the ti.;:i of the 

elongate portion includes a sealing means :or sealing 

against the valve seat. 

The engagement means can be a simple ;;:roj ection or 

pair of projections on the tip of the e::.onga<:e portior. 

which engage in corresponding recess(es) o::-i a :ace of the 

valve seat, or vice versa. 

In its fourth independent. aspect, :he preser.t 

invention provides an air inlet bleed valve fer the inle: 

ma:i.ifold of an i:i.ternal combustion engine, ::::m:;;:irising a 

valve seat and a valve closure element biased toward tl':e 

valve seat and a !low :;;:iassage leading !r:::m :~e valve sea: 

to a connec:ion po:-t for communicatio:i ·,:i ::-: tl':e i:1le:: 

manifclC, ·..:herein the c:-oss-sect.ional area c: :he '!" '-·. - _......,""' 

passage at a poi:-.t i::~e:::-mediate the conne-::.:..::-. ;:iort c .• _ 
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valve seat ::.s less than the cross-secti.or.al area of the 

flow ~assage at ?Oints both upstream and do~nst=eam of that 

inte=mediate point. 

Th'..ls, the flow passage provides a for:n cf "ventu=i". 

It has been found by the inventor that such an arrangement 

surprisingly provides a muc~ quicker transmission of the 

inlet manifold pressure to the valve seat and closure. 

Thus, the bleed valve will react very muc:: more quickly 

than o-:herwise. 

:n its fifth independent aspect, the present invention 

relates to an air inlet bleed valve for t~e i.nlet manifold 

of an in-:ernal combustion engine, comprising a valve seat 

and a valve closure element biased toward t::e valve seat, 

wherein the valve closure is conical in external section, 

the ::.~cl'..lsive angle of the cone being between -- and 125°, 

prefe::-ably 75 to 105°, more preferably 85 to 95°, and 

wherein the seat is correspondingly formed to provide a 

measu::-e of sealing against the closure element. 

Such an inclusive angle has been found to enable s~ift 

respc:"lse of the valve closure element ; - -:e::-ms cf the 
.. 

trans:a:.i.onal ci.stance ::-equired to ope!'l -:::e ·;alve to a 

mi!1irr.::.se :he cisturbance to air flow acr:ss -:he c:osure 

e leme:-.-:. 
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!'!o!"e preferably, the valve closure elemer.t :.s free 

floati:-:.; ;.;i th respect to the valve seat. One ·,;ay of 

achievi:-:.; this to support the valve closure element via the 

=iasing rr.eans only. 

3y these preferred arrangements, the valve closure 

element becomes self centrin~. This notably improves the 

sealing 1-:hen closed, which is of great benefit in this 

context. Failure to close promptly and properly may cause 

an increase in fuel consumption, in certain circ-:;=.stances. 

In its sixth independent aspect, the present invention 

provides a::. air inlet bleed valve fer the inlet ffiar.i:old of 

an inte!"r.al combustion engine, comprising a valve seat and 

a valve :lcsi.lre element biased toward a valve seat, ~herein 

the clos~re and seat are of a different plastics rr.aterial. 

?lastics ;:-.aterial is advantageous i:i this c:rcur:i.stance 

because the resultant lower weight of the closu=e element 

reduces the inertia of that element and thereby ::-:.creases 

the reaction speed. A suitable plastics rr.aterial for one 

of the element is nylo:l 66, anc is pa!"t:cularly 

preferred :.: the seat is formed of this ~ate!"ial. However, 

the use :: :dentical plastics materials fo= both the seat 

an~ clos~=e has been found to result i:-:. unacceptably high 

suitable r..ate!" ial clcsure 

element is a PTFE/acetal ~ixtu!"e. The ?TFE cc~ponent is 
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preferably between 90 and 98%, balance acetal. A 

particularly preferred composition is abou: 95% ?TFE and 

about 4% acetal. This material is preferred cecause the 

PTFE gives an especially low friction surface which 

'increases the reaction speed, whilst the ace-.:al ensures 

that the element has a sufficient strength. 

Such a low friction surface for the valve· gives 

surprisingly better response times. ! t is ~:iought that 

this is because it reduces the tendency of the valve 

closure to "stick" temporarily whilst travelling to the 

closed positior.. In extreme circumstances, :: is possible 

for the valve closure to sit in an open pos:tion, held in 

place by friction alone. Such a si tuatio::; can lead to 

increased fuel consumption. 

A preferred opening pressure for the valve of all the 

above aspects is 14 inches of Mercury. Clearly, many of 

the valves encompassed by the above aspec:s ~ill be 

adjus-.:able in respect of the pressure at whi:h they open, 

in which case it is preferred t~at they capable of 

adjustment so as to open a.: that pressure. 

Zn t::e :ase of relat:vely large engines, ·- has been 

found ty :he inventor :hat '~ ..... 
e~issions re~u:::on can be obtained by provi~i::; :~o such 

valves::: ;:arallel, wi:h one valve ope!'l:::; a: a h:gher 

pressure :ha:: ::-ie other. Tl: is means :::at a: ve:-y higl":. 
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vacui.;m levels, ~arger volumes of air can be supplied 

correspondent with t~e higher demands of a larger engine. 

Sui table pressures are bet...,een 13 and 17 i::1ches for one 

valve and upwards of 16 inches for the second, subject to 

it being greater than that for the first valve. 

The present invention also relates to an internal 

combustion engine comprising an air inlet bleed valve 

communicating with the volume enclosed ~Y the inlet 

manifold, wherein the air inlet bleed valve is in 

accordance with at least one of the above aspects. It also 

relates to a vehicle incorporating sue~ an internal 

combustion engine. 

Embodiments of the present inventiO::'l will now be 

described by way of example, with :-efere:'lce to the 

accompa~ying Figures in which:-

Figure 1 is partially exploded cross-sec:ional view of 

an embodiment of the present invention; 

Figu:-e 2 is a detailed view of t:.e ·;alve closure 

element of Figure l; 

Fi;i.;re 3 is cross-sectional view a: a :~o~ according 

t.o a~ aspect of the present. i::'lvention; 

?'::'.;i.;re 4 is a sec:.ional view of Figure 2 alon; t=:e 
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lines IV-IV of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is a partially exploded cross-sectional view 

of a further embodiment ·Of the present invention; and 

Figures 6a and 6b are plan views of the shutter of 

Figure 5 in the open and closed positions respectively. 

Referring to Figure 1, this shows a bleed valve 

according to the present invention, along with dimensional 

information for the relevant parts illustrated. !t can be 

seen that the valve comprises a generally cylindrical body 

portion 10 which has an internal passage 12 extending along 

the length of the body portion 10. Within the passage :2 

are, i:i sequence, a filter housing 14 at the open end of 

the passage 12 which holds a filter 16 by sandwiching it 

between a ledge on filter housing 14 a:id a retaining 

circli~ 18, an i~ternally threaded portion 20 within which 

is held a valve seat 22, a progressively narrowing region 

24 culminating in an internal ledge 26, and a progressively 

widening portion 28 i:i the outlet of which is inserted a 

closure element 30 whic~ seals the passage 12. A 

commu~icaticn tube 32 is engaged within a tapped bore 34 

leadi~g to the passage 12. Thus, the tube 32 provides an 

outlet ~ithin the passage 12. 

:he ~al~e sea: 22 has an external scre~-thread which 

engages ·...-:. t::. the :hreaced portion 20 of the passage 12. 
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The threaded portion 20 is greater in longitudinal extent 

than _...,Q 
'"-··- height .. o ... the valve seat 22, and :::ere fore 

rotation c: that valve seat 22 within the screw-thread will 

cause the longitudinal position of the valve sea:. 22 to 

alter. The pitch of the screw thread is 13/16 tho~sandths 

of an inch, or 20µm. 

A spring 36 iies within the .passage 12 and rests at 

one end on the ledge 26, where it is held in a tight :it 

within the progressively narrowing portion 24. The spring 

36 is 12~~ long. At its other end, the spring supports a 

valve closure element 38, shown in more detail in Fi;ure 2. 

This has. a cylindrical portion 40 which is a snug fit 

inside :.he spring 36, and a cone-shaped portion 42 ~hich 

fits witt:::.n the aperture of the valve seat 22. In the 

embodimen:. shown, the base of the cone 42 is wider :han the 

cylind:-ical portion 40, but this is not essen:.ial. It 

would however !::le necessary to provide a sinple l :::.p onto 

which tte end of the spring 36 could abut to prevent the 

valve closure element :alling into the spri:ii;. '1ihat is 

necessary is that the cone portion-42 is able to provide a 

measure cf sealing against the valve seat 22. 

O:i :.~e tcp (outer) surface of the valve sea:. 22 are a 

pair cf re:esses (not shown) for engagement Wlt:i :he :ool 

ilh.:stra:.:= i:-: Figures 3 and 4. The use and p~rpose of 

this ~:::.1: ~e ~escribed later. 
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In use, the tube 32 is connected to :he inlet manifold 

of an internal combustion engine, and s~=den increases in 

the vacui.;..rr, (decreases in pressure) in the inlet manifold 

above a predetermined magnitude will be transmitted to the 

passage 12 and result in the bleed. valve opening slightly 

to allow additional bleed air. It has been found by t~e 

inventor that the progressiv~ narrowing of the passage 12 

to a minim;im diameter, in this example at the ledge 25, 

provides a venturi effect which speeds the reaction time of 

the device. The exact mechanism for this is not yet kno·..rn, 

but it ::.s bel ieverl to lie in the creation of a form of 

vortex ~::.t~in the flow passages. 

The exact pressure at which an individual engine ~ill 

benef::.t from bleed air will vary according to the engine, 

and is generally not precisely predictable. r.owever, this 

embodiment can be tuned to a particular ·engine by rotating 

the valve seat 22 and thereby upwards or 

downwards as illustrated. This will both vary the volume 

within the passage 12 behind the valve, and the 

pretensioning of the spring 36 when closed. Both of these 

wi 11 vary the reaction characteristics cf the valve and 

allov.' ; - -::o be tuned t-J a partic..ilar engine. ! t is 

oreferred ·-the valve is set to open at ajou: l.4 inches of 

~erc~ry or greater. 

:~e va:ve closure elera~nt 38 has an incl~sive angle 

(in ::::s e:::boci:nent) 115.4°. This is particula:-l::· 
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suitable fo: a high performance engine. In a normal family 

car, a:-. :nclusive angle of about 90• ;;ould be more 

approp::ate. Essentially, the precise angle is a trade-off 

between the distance which the valve closure element 38 

·must travel (and hence the reaction time) and the effect of 

the obst:uc::on on the air flow rate. 

The valve seating is a complementary shape to the 

valve closu:e element, slightly tapered at :ts outer side 

to aid ai:- flow. 

The filter 16 is necessary since :he unit will be 

instal!ed ~nder the bonnet of a vehicle. A suitable form 

of ::l:e: :i.s crushed steel wool, which is a commercially 

available fo::-m of filter. Sintered ceramic filters are 

also poss:i.::le, but steel wool is prefe::ed due to its 

lesse: :esis:ance to air flow. 

A nc:able advantage of the arrangement illustrated is 

that the· c:i.:::-clip 18 and filter 16 p:::-event unauthorised 

access to t~e internal parts of the valve. Thus, cnce the 

valve has been tuned to a particular engine (~hich will of 

course necessitate removal of the filter 15 to gain access 

to the ·;alve seat 22), the unit can be sealed until it.s 

next se:v:i.ce, allowing the imposition c: a ~arranty. 

:he ::-.aterials selected for the va::i.c•.:s ;;a:::ts are 

sign:fi:ant. 7he body 10, tube 32, closure element 30, and 
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filter holder 14 and circlip 18 are all stru:tural parts 

and can be made from, for example, aluminiu:::. :'his· however 

is not particularly vital so long as the parts can be 

manufactured to necessary tolerances. In the :ase of 

aluminium, an anodising finish is preferred :or c:rrcsion 

reasons. 

However, the valve seat 22 and valve closure element 

38 must react very quickly to changing pressures behind and 

be of a wear-compatible material. Thus, a low density 

material is preferred for the valve closure element 38 in 

order to reduce its weight, and this suggests :;:ilastics 

material. This also implies plastics material for the 

valve seat 22, for wear reasons, but it has been found by 

the inventor that the use of Nylon 66 for both materials 

results in a higher wear rate than preferred. 

In this embodiment, therefore, the valve seat 22 is of 

Nylon 66,_ whilst the valve closure eleme~t is of a 

commercially available mix of 94% PTFE and 4% acetal. This 

combination is pref ~rred because one material is a polar 

polyme:-, whilst the othe:- is non-pol a:-. ::ence they are 

incorn~atible and will not f~se at the micros:c~ic level. 

KS mentioned above, for large engines c:.:1 be 

beneficial ~= :~o such valves are co~nected ~~ parallel. 

A suitable arra:1gement is fc:- t~e outlet 32 c: =~e valve to 

connect with the inter:1al space 12 of the ether. One valve 
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is then set to open at a higher pressure that the other, 

for example 13 fa· 17 inches of Mercury for one and 16 

inches or greater (but in any case greater that the first) 

for the second. This the allows a greater volume flow of 

.~ir at particularly high vacuum levels in order to satisfy 

the higher demands of a larger engine. 

Figures 3 and 4 show two cross-sections of a tool 

suitable for tuning the previously described valve. ~'he 

tool comprises a handle 50 from which extends an elongate 

portion 52 which is sufficiently narrow to extend into the 

interior cf the passage 12 at its outer end. At the tip of 

the elongate portion 52 is an 0-ring seal 54, and within 

the C-ring seal are a pair of projections 56a and 56b. 

Between the projections 56a and 56b is the opening cf an 

internal flow passage 58 which communicates with opening 60 

at the junction between the handie 50 and elongate portion 

52. :n use, the filter 16 and circlip 18 are removed, and 

the tool is inserted into the passage 12. The projections 

56a and 56~ engage in corresponding recesses on the outer 

st.!rface cf. the valve seat 22, and the 0-ring s.:; seals 

against tte valve seat 22. At this stage, the engine is 

runn~ng. :he operator can rotate handle 50, which adjusts 

t!-.e vert:'..cal position of the valve .seat 22 in the mar.r.er 

prev:.:us:;· described. During ':his time, all a:.r bei;.g 

taken ~y t~e valve will be drawn through the ?assage 53 d~e 

Since the passage 58 is narrcwer ttan 

the ;assage :2, a "sue.king" noise will be heard as the 
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valve o:;:iens, which wi 11 aid the o:;:iera to= .:.n tuning tie 

valve. Since the outlet 50 is at the edge c: the handle 

50, an o:;:ierator can place a finger er ether digit close to 

or nearly over the opening 60 to provide :urtrier 

·confi=mation of air flow. 

Figure 5 sho_ws a further. embodiment of .the invention. 

In this embodiment, many parts are commo:'l to the first 

embodiment, shown in Figure 1, and like reference numerals 

are used to denote like parts. There are however a number 

of significant differences which are as follows. 

The biasing spring 36 which biases the valve closure 

element cf 38 toward the valve seat 22 is seated in a ledge 

62 whi:::i. ::.s movable along the axis of the spring under 

control of a servo motor 64. That servo is controlled by 

a :;:iro;ra.."\rnable controller 66 which is fed with engine 
I 

running ::.nformation, for example from an engine rnanageme~t 

system, by cables 68. Thus, the valve tension is 

continuously adjustable within limits and t~is ~ill enable 

the vacu'-=-~ ~ressure at which the valve opens to be adjusted 

du=ing operation of the engine. 

This enables the unit to be t...ined cur inc running of 

the engine to setting which correspond to t~e t:rpe of use. 

Fe:- exa..'7.p::, C.
0

ifferent demands are placed on t!'l.e engine c. 

id:e, ~=~a~ and cruise conditions and t!'1.e unit ::an react to 

ciffe~e::t driving conditions detected via the data arriving 
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in cablea 68. Th• provr8'Mbl• controll•r 66 will contain 

pre-racorded settings ~arreaponding to different 

conditiona. 

It haa bau found that i:f tha spring led9e ~2 ia mov•d 

so a• to d•cr•••• the tanaian in the aprin9 36 at a tiaa 

when the valve i• opaed, the reduced tanaian cambilled with 

the ••tabliabed aidlow through the valve can mean that the 

valve does not then properly cla•• of iu own accord. 

Hance, in thi• embodiment, a abutter 70 is provided. Tb• 

1h\ltter 70 j.' \IQ~!Jr th• control of a servo 72 which 1a in 

tum actuated by an interface unit 74. In this umodiment, 

the ahutter 70 i• a thraa·laaf hlada shutter, and 11 ahown 

in its open and clc:med poai ticms in F1c;urea 6a 1nd 6b 

respectively. 

'l'hua, immed1ataly .ba:fora th• aprill9 ledge 62 ia moved, 

the shutter servo 72 . act• to close the shutter 70, which 

prevent. any further airflow and cauau th• praaaurea 

either side of the v1lv1 tg equalise and heDce closes the 

valve~ The spring •eat 62 i• then adjusted to the correct 

position by its servo 64. The •hutter is then opened and 

operation ~esW1ea. 

The shutter 70 and servo 72 ar~ arranged.such that in 

the evont of an electrical or alact~onic failure within the 

system, the abutter 70 cloaaa, taking the! unit out of 

action and·thu• having no effect. on the engine. Thia "fail 

•. 
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aafa" action prevent• fault• in tha unit af f acting the 

anqine in a detrimental f aabion. 

With the abutter in place, it ia clearly imposaibla to 

adju•t tb1 valve seat 22 using the tool shown.in f1guraa 3 

and 4. Thus, coar•• adjustment of. tha valve 1• only 
' . 

~o••ihle during uaubl7, and l•avinv fine ad,utment to b• 

carried out via tha ••rvo 64. Thia acts as a further meau 

to prevent tamparin9 with the unit by the u••r which lllight 

invalidata a warranty. 

In a praf arrad form of the invention, tha embodillanta ·· 

of Figure 1 or Figure 5 are combined with a water injection 

meana which ecta to inject water into the fuel air mixture 

during pe~iods of acceleration i.a. low vacuum. Such water 

injection ia known to be beneficial to the el'.lgine 

performance during periods of acceleration, and thus a 

combined sy•tam. will. be beneficial during both acceleration 

and deceleraticm (du~ing which tha high vacuum causes the 

valve to open). 

~t will be appreciated by tho•• akilled ln th• art 

that the above described ellbodimen't:S ara puraly. 6X~lary 

of th~praaent invention, and that many modifications could 

be maae whilst ramaining within the scope of the preaant 

invention. For example, the closure eluaent 30 could be 

formed integrally with the body portion 10, as could the 

outlet tu.be 32 or the filter holder 14. Alt•rnativaly, or 
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in addition, a secondary filter could be added before the 

filter 16 to provide an element of p:-efilt:-a':ion and 

alleviate clogging of the filter 16. This :r.ight be 

desirable in dusty countries. Equally, the precise 

·~imensions given are illustrative only and other dimensions 

could be selected although the present inventor has found 

that those dimensions shown give good results. Tests of 

the device illustrated achieved an 80% CO reduction and up 

to 70% HC reduction. 

The device can be manufac~ured as a discrete unit, as 

illustrated, which is suitable for retro-fitting to· 

existing.vehicles or fitting during assembly. Equally, the 

device can be physically incorporated in~o the inlet 

manifold as an integral part thereof. 
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CLAIMS 

1. An air inlet valve for the inlet ma:lifold of a:1 

internal combustion engine, comprising a valve seat 

and a valve closure, the seat and the closure having 

complementary-formed conical mating surfaces, the 

closure being biassed toward the seat by a biassi:'lg 

means acting on the face of the closure disposed away 

from the seat. 

2. · An air inlet valve according to claim l ·,.;herein the 

biassing means is disposed in the lee of the valve 

closure thereby to limit disturbance of airflow over 

the closure. 

3. .ri.n air inlet valve according to claim 1 or claim 2 

wherein the biassing means is a compressio:1 spring. 

4. P..n ai,. i:i.let valve according to claim 3 ;;herein t'.:-.e 

compression spring alone supports the valve closure. 

5. P...:i. air i:1let bleed valve for the inlet ~a:'lifold of an 

i:'lternal combustion engine, comprising a valve sea: 

member and a valve closure element biased :c·,.;ards t:-.e 

valve seat member, the seat r.iember and clos':.lre elemer:: 

:ieing enclosed ·,.;i thin a housing, ;;here.!.:: t::e valve 

seat member is lo;::atable within that !;ousing in any 
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plurality of positions displaced 

longitudinally" with respect to the biassir.g of the 

valve closure element. 

6. An air inlet bleed valve according to claim 5 wherein 

the valve seat is moveable longitudinally by rotation 

of a screw thread arrange~ent. 

7. An air inlet bleed valve according to claim 6 wherein 

the screw threads are external of the seat and 

internal within a cylindrical bore in the housing. 

8. An air inlet bleed valve according to any one of 

claims 5 to 7 wherein the seat is disc-shaped. 

9. An air inlet bleed valve according to any or.e of the 

preceding claims wherein the housing is sealed against 

tampering. 

10. An air inlet bleed valve according to claim 9 ·..;herein 

the sealing is by use of a snap ring retai~er for a 

porous lid. 

11. ;. • .rl air inlet bleed valve according to a::.y one cf 

claims 6 to 8 I or 9 to 10 as dependent on c2.aims 6 to 

8 wherein the screw thread has a pitch o: ::oµm or 

less. 
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12. An air inlet bleed valve for the inle: manifold of an 

i:lter:ial comb·ustion engine, comprisi:ig a valve seat 

and a valve closure element biased :oward the valve 

sea:, wherein the valve closure is conical in external 

sec:ion, the inclusive angle of the cone being between 

=s and 125°. 

13. ;..n air inlet bleed valve accordin; :o claim 12, 

wherein the inclusive angle of the cone is between 70 

and 100°. 

14: An air inlet bleed valve according to claim 13 wherein 

:he i:iclusive angle of the cone is between 85 and 95°. 

15. .:._; air inlet bleed valve accordi::; :o any one of 

claims 12 to 14 wherein the seat has a cc:::ac: region 

the closure, which region i-s :ape:-ed with a 

subs:antially corresponding angle. 

16. ;._; air inlet bleed valve accordi:i~ :o a::y one of 

clai~s !2 to 15 wherein the valve closure element is 

::-ee ::eating with respect to the valve sea:. 

17. ;._-,, air i:llet bleed valve according to clai::-. :6 wherein 

a biassing means bot~ biases the valve c:os~re element 

:o~ard the valve seat and supports :~e ~al~e closure 

e~er::e::~. 
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18. An air inlet bleed valve according to claim 17 wherein 

the biasing means is a spring. 

19. An air inlet bleed valve for the inlet manifold of an 

in:ernal combustion engine, comprising a valve seat 

and a valve closure element biased toward a valve 

sea~, wherein the closure.and seat are of a different 

plastics material. 

20. An a;~ inlet bleed valve according to claim 19, 

wherein one of the seat and closure are of nylon 66. 

21. inlet bleed valve according to claim 20 wherein 

the seat is formed of Nylon 66. 

22. :.:ilet bleed valve according to any one of 

clai:r.s :; to 21 wherein the closure element is a 

?TF~iace:al mixture. 

23. An a:.r inlet bleed valve according :o claim 22 wherein 

t~e ~ix:ure comprises between 90 and 98% ?TF~, balance 

ace:al and inevitable impurities. 

24. ;.n air inlet bleed according to claim 23 wherein the 

---.... I • • ::::::;:cnent is substantially e~ual :o 96%. 

25. .:..:-. a:: :.:-.let bleed valve for a:-i e!'lg:i.r.e ::-.anifold 

su~s:a~::.ally as any one descr:i.bec ~ere:i.n with 
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rctaranc• to the accompanyin; drawin9s. 

26. An air inlet blead velve according to 1ny pr1cacS.t.n9 

claim which i• adapt•d to open at A:l internal ~resaura 

of aboui 14 inches o~ Mercury or ireatar. 

27~. An air inlat arran9e11e~t compriain9 two air inlet 

valves, each hain; according to any pracedin; claim, 

each ~1in9 adapted for connectio:i to tha inlet 

manifold at an internal combustic~ e~;ine, one inlet 

va1v1 ~•iza9 adapted ta open ~t e Hr1t vacuum 

prassura, the second bainq &dapte~ to open at a second 

vacuum · S'r'UIUre, the 11eend vaeuw: prusura bainc;·· 

higher than tlla first vacuW'll pressura. 

29. An ai:- inlet arran9ament accordirac: tc claii: 27 wherein 

the !irs~ vacuum presaura ia batwaan l3 and 17 inches 

of ~:ercury and the sacond vacuum ~reas..:::e is greater 

th&.., lar9er of 16 inch•• o! Ma::u:-y an~ the first. 

vacuwn praaaura. 

29. An a:.r inlet. arran9emant ac:c:ordi~; ;; clAim 27 er 

c:laim 28 wh•r•in the outlet of ~~e !i:-st. or second 

iniet valve is ccnnGc~ad to t:.~Q ir.~'rior c~ th1 saeend 

or ~ irst inlet \."alvc rcsi)cci::::a:i· at a point 

cio"-T.l~r•am. af tha valve sea~ and ·.·al·•& :lc:s1.lre. 
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bleed valve according to any one of claims 1 to 25 or 

an air inlet · arrangement according to any one of 

claims 27 to 29, the valve or arrangement 

communicating with the volume enclosed by the inlet 

manifold. 

31. A vehicle incorporating ~n internal combustion engine 

according to claim 30. 
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APPENDIX B 

Millbrook Test Data 

Data Set A 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

Units H.C m ....liQx ma Units Fuel Used 

Phase 1 gm 5.623 24.627 17.433 1068.2 litre/lOOkm 8.24 
Phase 2 gm 7.105 44.039 13.049 1258.9 litre/lOOkm 9.21 
Combined g/km 1.062 5.729 12.543 194.2 litre/lOOkm 8.75 

Vehicle Configuration--With Device 

Units &.: m JlQA m2. Units Fuel Used 

Phase 1 gm 5.598 12.360 17.330 1075.7 litre/lOOkm 8.20 
Phase 2 gm 5.901 16.678 12.337 1288.3 litre/lOOkm 9.12 
Combined g/km 0.963 2.440 2.485 198.0 litre/lOOkm 8.68 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

Units lK m N.Qx m2. Units Fuel Used 

Phase 1 gm 5.335 19.913 17.223 . 1052. 2 litre/lOOkm 8.14 
Phase 2 gm 6.450 37.599 12.267 1251. 3 litre/lOOkm 9.10 
Combined g/km 0.989 4.827 2.475 193.3 litre/lOOkm 8.64 
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Data Set B 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

30 mph Sample# HC(ppml CO(ppml Nox (ppm) C02(%) Fuel(l/lOOkl 

1 782.0 3716.0 747.0 14.32 5.23 
2 783.0 3881.0 755.0 14.35 5.20 
3 789.0 3944.0 753.0 14.35 5.19 
4 781. 0 3979.0 732.0 14.35 5.19 
5 779.0 3908.0 742.0 14.34 5.18 
6 780.0 3741.0 762.0 14.34 5.19 
Avg. 782.3 3861.5 748.5 14.34 5.20 

vehicle Configuration--With peyice 

30 mph Sample # HC(ppm) CO(ppml Nox(ppm) C02(%) Fuel (1/lOOkl 

1 767.0 1641.0 743.0 14.11 5.12 
2 733.0 1742.0 762.0 14.15 5.12 
3 709.0 1677.0 771.0 14.14 5.07 
4 712.0 1576.0 781. 0 14.17 5.03 
5 686.0 1633.0 736.0 14.18 5 ._07 

6 681. 0 1682.0 747.0 14.22 5.11 

Avg. 714.7 1658.5 756.7 14.16 5.09 

vehicle Configuration--Stock 

30 mph Sample # HC (ppm) CO (ppm) Nox(ppml C02(%) Fuel (1/lOOk) 

1 717.0 3554.0 730.0 14.33 5.16 

2 669.0 3532.0 689.0 14.26 5.18 

3 677.0 3640.0 684.0 14.32 5.16 
4 702.0 3797.0 722.0 14.29 5.14 
5 690.0 3633.0 698.0 14.29 5.16 
6 699.0 3738.0 722.0 14.39 5.15 

Avg. 692.3 3649.0 707.S 14.31. 5.16 
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Data Set c 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

6Q mph Sampl~ # H~ {ppm l CQ ! ppm l NQX {ppm} ~Q2{~} .EJJ~l!ll'.'.lQQ~l 
' 

1 646.0 1505.0 3485.0 13.76 6.62 
2 646.0 1604.0 3496.0 13.81 6.61 
3 642.0 1575.0 3520.0 13.78 6.57 
4 638.0 1442.0 3542.0 13.70 6.52 
5 647.0 1527.0 3571. 0 13.80 6.51 
6 654.0 1625.0 3608.0 13.78 6.49 

Avg. 645.S 1546.3 3537.0 12.77 6.55 

Vehicle CQnfiguratiQn--With Dey ice 

60 mph sample # l:IC(ppml CQ {ppm) NQX{J.1pml CQ2{%} ,Euel{ll'.'.lQQk} 

1 659.0 1237.0 3542.0 13.90 6.55 
2 657.0 1357.0 3578.0 13.96 6.59 
3 658.0 1420.0 3601.0 13.99 6.53 
4 654.0 1410.0 3632.0 13.99 6.53 
5 647.0 1446.0 3625.0 13.99 6.52 
6 638.0 1394.0 3661.0 13.95 6.50 

Avg. 652.2 1380.3 . 3606.5 13.96 6.54 

Vehicle CQnfiguratiQn--Stock 

6Q mph Sample # HC(ppm) CO(ppm) Nox{ppml C02(%) Fuel(ll'.'.lOOk) 

1 635.0 1330.0 3567.0 13.81 6.50 
2 642.0 1458.0 3598.0 13.88 6.51 
3 .. 642. 0 1465.0 3634.0 13.90 6.51 
4 647.0 1519.0 3672.0 13.88 6.50 

5 645.0 1525.0 3659.0 13.86 6.48 
6 642.0 1469.0 3668.0 13.81 6.45 

Avg. 642.2 1461.0 3633.0 13.86 6.49 
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Data Set D 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

8Smph Sample # HC(ppml CO(ppml Nox(ppml C02(%) Fuel(l/lOOk) 

1 414.0 2157.0 3543.0 14.30 11.31 
2 340.0 2183.0 3502.0 14.40 11. 38 
3 313.0 2291.0 3447.0 14.50 11.56 
4 292.0 2320.0 3431.0 14.50 11.43 
5 278.0 2266.0 3449.0 11.40 11.44 
6 278.0 2271.0 3488.0 14.50 11. 25 

Avg. 319.2 2248.0 3476.0 14.47 11. 39 

Vehicle Configuration--With Deyice 

85mph Sample # HC(ppml CO(ppml Nox(ppml C02(%l Fuel(l/lOOkl 

1 440.0 2016.0 3541. 0 14.36 11.28 
2 334.0 1998.0 3563.0 14.40 11. 27 
3 302.0 2013.0 3531. 0 14.40 11.18 
4 284.0 2014.0 3546.0 14.39 11.11 
5 270.0 1894.0 3584.0 14.36 11.11 
6 264.0 1847.0 3607.0 14.37 1,0. 81 

Avg. 309.0 1963.0 3562.0 14.38 11.13 

Vehicle configuration--Stock 

85mph Sample # HC (ppml CO(ppm) Nox(ppml C02 ( %) Fuel(l/lOOkl 

1 393.0 1968.0 3557.0 14.32 10.93 
2 347.0 1941. 0 3615.0 14.33 10.89 
3 316.0 2025.0 3570.0 14.34 .. 11. 00 
4 303.0 2051.0 3585.0 14.34 10.93 
5 285.0 1902.0 3625.0 14.34 10.81 
6 273.0 1917 .. 0 3613.0 14.33 10.75 

Avg. 319.5 1967.3 3594.2 14.33 10.89 
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Data Set E (VCA) 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

Speed 

48 km/hr 
96 km/hr 

137 km/hr 

HC(ppm) 

783 
648 
285 

CO {ppm) 

3966 
1757 
2349 

Vehicle Configuration--With Device 

Speed HC(ppm) CO{ppm) 

48 km/hr 679 1642 
96 km/hr 633 1395 

137 km/hr 271 1911 

Vehicle Configuration--Stock 

Speed HC(ppm) CO(ppm) 

48 km/hr 694 3719 
96 km/hr 635 1572 

137 km/hr 278 2002 

. Nox {ppm) 

752 
3601 
3468 

Nox(ppm) 

746 
3651 
3594 

Nox(ppml 

720 
3658 
3597 
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C02{%) 

14.39 
14.02 
14.58 

C02(%) 

14.00 
13.82 
14.43 

C02(%) 

14.35 
13.98 
14.45 



APPENDIX C 

TEST PLAN APPLICABLE TO EACH VEHICLE TESTED 

1. Test Fuels 

EPA tests are generally run on Indolene HO or, if warranted, 
commercial unleaded gasoline. Indolene HO is an unleaded 
fuel with a research octane of about 96. Indolene fuel is 
special in the sense that its production characteris~ics are 
closely controlled. The fuel specifications m4st fall 
within certain limits set by EPA. Tight control of fuel 
quality eliminates the fuel as a source of test variability 
in vehicle certification tests. There is no reason to 
expect that the emission characteristics from a vehicle 
running on Indolene fuel would be significantly different 
from the emission characteristics when running on a summer 
grade of commercial pump gasoline. 

2. Vehicle Inspection and Checkout 

Upon receipt, the odometer reading will be recorded and the 
vehicle will be checked and adjusted to ensure that it is 
operating in accordance with vehicle manufacturer's 
specifications. The following checks, maintenance and 
adjustments will be performed: 

a. .EY.tl 

Drain fuel. Pressure check fuel system. Fill tank 
with test fuel. 

b. Parts (check and/or change) 

Engine oil 

Oil filter 
Air filter 
Fuel filter 
Distributor Cap 
Rotor 
Ignition wires 
Spark plugs 

PCV filter 
PCV valve 
Engine coolant 
Transmission fluid 

Change (engine warm) . Use 
oil meeting vehicle 
manufacturers viscosity 
specifications and latest 
SAE service specification. 
Change. Use OEM part 
Change. Use OEM part 
Check 
Check 
Check 
Check 
Change. Use OEM· parts 
Perform compression check here 
Check 
Check 
Check 
Check 
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EGR 
Tires 

c. Computer 

Check 
Check 

Check for and record any fault codes. Correct 
cause(s) of any codes present. 

d. Engine Condition 

Compression 

e. Settings (if adjustable) 

Curb idle 

Ignition timing 

Check and record. 

Check and adjust if not within 
manufacturer specifications. 
Record manufacturer 
specifications as received 
setting, and reset level. 

Check and adjust if not within 
manufacturer specifications. 
Record manufacturer 
specifications as received 
setting, and reset level. 

3. Initial Check of Emissions and Fuel Economy 

After vehicle inspection and checkout, the vehicle will be 
stabilized on the test fuel by testing the vehicle at least 
one time over the standard test sequence of a Federal Test 
Procedure (FTP) and Highway Fuel Economy Test (HFET). All 
testing will be performed on a water-break dynamometer. 

4. Baseline Tests 

Valid FTP and HFET procedures will be performed on the test 
vehicle after baseline stabilization. All tests will be 
conducted on a water-brake chassis dynamometer. Vehicle 
driveability will be noted. 

5. Deyice Installation 

a. The device will be installed in accordanc~ with the 
written installation instructions provided. 

b. The installation will be performed by EPA contractor 
personnel with the applicant's representative 
observing, if desired. 
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6~ Device Testing - Immediate Effects 

Valid FTP and HFET procedures will be performed on the 
test vehicle after device installation. All tests will 
be conducted on a water-brake chassis dynamometer. Vehicle 
driveability will be noted. 

7. The device will be removed and the vehicle returned to its 
original configuration. Valid FTP and HFET procedures will 
again be performed. 

8. Data Analysis 

The test results will be analyzed to determine if there is a 
statistically significant difference between the data sets 
(vehicle with and without the device) . 

NOTE ON TESTING 

a. FTP and HFET are to be performed in accordance with EPA 
procedures applicable ~o the model year yehicle und~rgoing 
testing, except that evaporative emissions are not measured 
during heat build. 

b. The same driver and dynamometer should be used to test 
the vehicle whenever oossible. Driveability should be 
evaluated during testing. Written driveability comments 
will be noted. · 

Approved: Environmental Ltd. 

By: 

Date: 
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Make/Model 

Model Year 

Vehicle ID 

Type 

Initial Odometer* 

Fuel Metering 

Emission Control 
System 

Transmission 

Tires 

Test Parameters: 

Inertia Weight 

Dyne hp 

Appendix D 

Test Vehicle Description 

Dodge Dart Ford Mustang 

1973 1973 

LH23G3G248856 F3F04Fl10384F 

2 dr. Coupe 2 dr. Coupe 

61,458 miles 34,325 miles 

Carburetion Carburetion 

EGR EGR 

Automatic Automatic 

P215/65Rl5 P205/70Rl4 

3,625 lbs. 3,500 lbs. 

12 hp 12. 3 hp 

*Odometer mileage reading but not known if actual. 
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